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Abstract 

Existing knowledge graph-based learning 

methods for word sense disambiguation use 

word-to-word relations to learn models, but 

do not learn using the hierarchical relations 

of word senses in a single word. In addition, 

even when defining sentences in a Japanese 

dictionary are applied, the accuracy of 

judging the hierarchical relationship of 

word senses is poor, and the effect of 

knowledge graph embedding learning is not 

fully achieved. This study analyzes how to 

edit dictionary descriptions to improve the 

accuracy of models that judge the 

hierarchical relationship between senses in 

a Japanese dictionary. The results of the 

analysis showed that the accuracy of the 

unedited dictionary was 60.9%, while the 

accuracy of the edited dictionary was 83.3%, 

confirming the improved performance of 

the model. 

1 Introduction 

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of 

identifying which sense is used in a sentence for a 

polysemous word in the sentence. In the last few 

years, many knowledge graph-based approaches 

have been studied that do not require the cost of 

word sense labeling. Related works include 

GlossBERT (Huang et al., 2019) and BEM (Blevins 

and Zettlemoyer, 2020), which combine word sense 

definition sentences with supervised learning, and 

EWISE (Kumar et al., 2019) and EWISER 

(Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020), which use word-to-

word relations in knowledge data. However, these 

methods do not learn models using the hierarchical 

relationship of word senses in words. When the 

EWISE system learned the hierarchical relationship 

of word senses using the Japanese dictionary 

definition sentences in their original form, it was 

found that the relationship judgment accuracy of the 

generated models was low, and the knowledge 

information was not sufficiently learned. In the 

Iwanami Japanese Dictionary, there are definition 

sentences that only describe usage expressions and 

part-of-speech expressions such as "《attached to 

noun 》 " and "((adjective))". In Japanese, it is 

expressed as "《名詞に付けて》" and "((形))". 

Such definitions are likely to exist in multiple 

dictionaries and overlap in content, thus inhibiting 

learning of the hierarchical relationship between 

senses. Therefore, in addition to the existing 

relations between words, we will learn the 

hierarchical relations of word senses and analyze 

how the contents of the Japanese dictionary can be 

edited and modified to improve the accuracy of the 

hierarchical relation judgment model of word senses. 

Learning a model for judging the hierarchical 

relationship of word senses is an initial task to 

improve the performance of the knowledge graph 

embedding system. 

To investigate how well the information in the 

knowledge graph can be embedded, we use the 

knowledge graph embedding learning of the 

EWISE system, which provides accuracy in judging 



the relationship between triples of data in the 

knowledge data. 

2 Related Work 

Many approaches based on knowledge graphs have 

been studied. 

In GlossBERT, a pre-trained BERT encoder is 

given a context and a word definition sentence, and 

is trained to judge whether the word definition 

sentence correctly describes the usage of the target 

word. In BEM, two encoders are used for the 

GlossBERT approach to learn the distributed 

representations of the context and the word 

definition sentences separately. These studies 

combine word definition sentences with supervised 

learning. 

In EWISE, distributed representations of word 

senses are learned from WordNet word-word 

relations and incorporated into the WSD task. In 

EWISER, the weights given to words are learned 

using WordNet word-to-word relationships, and the 

resulting matrices are incorporated into the WSD 

task. These studies use word-to-word relationships 

in knowledge data. 

However, in these related works, no model 

learning has been conducted using the hierarchical 

relationship of word senses in a single word. In this 

study, the model is trained using a single word 

hierarchical relationship. 

3 Hierarchical relation judgment system 

The knowledge graph embedding system of the 

EWISE system is used to judgment the hierarchical 

relationship between senses in a Japanese dictionary. 

The system is shown in Figure 1. 
 

  
Figure 1: Hierarchical relation judgment system 

 

3.1 Definition Sentence Encoder 

The definition sentence encoder uses the BiLSTM 

Max encoder (Conneau et al, 2017). The fixed-

length representation obtained by inputting 

definition sentences to BiLSTM and Max Pooling 

the output is the output of the definition sentence 

encoder. 

3.2 Fine-grained Sense Relation Judgment 

Model 

The fine-grained sense relation judgment model 

takes as input a distributed representation of two 

Japanese definitions and judges the hierarchical 

relation between the definitions. ConvE (Dettmers 

et al., 2013) is used for this fine-grained sense 

relation judgment model. A knowledge graph 

usually consists of a set 𝐾  of 𝑁  triples (ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑡) 

consisting of two entities (ℎ, 𝑡) and one relation (𝑙). 

ℎ is the head entity and 𝑡 is the tail entity. ConvE 

formulates the scoring function 𝜓𝑙(𝑒ℎ, 𝑒𝑡)  for a 

triple (ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑡) as: 

 

𝜓𝑙(𝑒ℎ, 𝑒𝑡) = 𝑓(vec(𝑓([𝑒ℎ̅̅ ̅; 𝑒�̅�] ∗ 𝑤))𝑊)𝑒𝑡 (1) 

 

where 𝑒ℎ and 𝑒𝑡 are the parameters of the entity, 𝑒𝑙 

is the parameter of the relation, �̅� is a 2-dimensional 

deformation of 𝑥, 𝑤 is a 2-dimensional convolution 

filter, vec(𝑥) is a vectorization of 𝑥, 𝑤 is a linear 

transformation, and 𝑓  is a normalized linear unit. 

For the target head entity ℎ, we compute the score 

𝜓𝑙(𝑒ℎ, 𝑒𝑡)for each entity in the graph as a tail entity. 

Probability estimates for the validity of a triple 

(ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑡) are obtained by applying a sigmoid function 

to the scores: 

𝑝 = 𝜎(𝜓𝑙(𝑒ℎ, 𝑒𝑡)) (2) 

3.3 Model Learning 

Figure 2 shows the training flow of the definition 

sentence encoder and the fine-grained sense relation 

judgment model. The training data are knowledge 

data describing the hierarchical relationship of word 

meanings and definition sentences associated with 

the definition sentence IDs. The definition sentence 

is decomposed into morphemes, and the distributed 

representation of each morpheme is input to the 

definition sentence encoder. The distributed 

representation of morphemes is pre-trained using 

fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and GloVe 

(Pennington et al., 2014). The word sense relations 

are transformed into embedding vectors by the 

embedding layer in the inter-sense relation 

judgment model. The parameters of the fine-grained 

sense relation judgment model are initially set to the 

parameters of the initial model trained with only 



triples (ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑡) of word sense hierarchical relations. 

Equation (1) is modified to Equation (3) to learn the 

definition sentence encoder. 

 

𝜓𝑙(𝑒ℎ, 𝑒𝑡) = 𝑓 (vec (𝑓([ 𝑞(ℎ)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ; 𝑒�̅�] ∗ 𝑤)) 𝑊) 𝑒𝑡 (3) 

 

where 𝑞(. ) is the definition sentence encoder and 

the head entity is the encoded definition of the entity.  

The parameters of the model are updated based on 

the estimates 𝑝  and the labels. The loss function 

uses the binary cross-entropy: 

 

𝐿𝐶 = −
1

𝑁
∑(𝑡𝑖･ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑖) + (1 − 𝑡𝑖)･ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑝𝑖))

𝑖

(4) 

 

where 𝑡𝑖  is 1 if the triple (ℎ, 𝑙, 𝑡) is appropriate, 0 

otherwise. 𝑝𝑖  is an estimate of the score shown in 

Equation (3). 

Section 5.1 shows the training data, the 

distributed representation of morphemes, and 

Section 5.3 details the evaluation method of the 

model. 

  
Figure 2: Model Learning Flow 

4 Editing and modifying the definition text 

4.1 Editing Definition Sentences  

Edit the Iwanami Japanese Dictionary to correspond 

to the WordNet (Miller, 1995) triple data used in 

EWISE. 

4.1.1 Assigning IDs to Definition Sentences 

The Iwanami Japanese Dictionary's definition 

sentence IDs are assigned by combining the 

headword number (1 to 5 digits), major category 

number (1 digit), middle category number (1 digit), 

and minor category number (1 to 2 digits) in this 

order, excluding the compound word number.  

The hierarchical relationship of word senses is 

learned on the two relationships of hypernym and 

hyponym from the classification method of the 

Iwanami Japanese Dictionary. The hierarchical 

relationship is a tree structure as shown in Figure 3. 

The parent of a tree structure is a hypernym of its 

children, and its children are hyponym of the parent. 

When recording triples, only the relationships 

between nodes connected by edges are recorded. 

 
Figure 3: Hierarchical relationship of word senses 

(The number in the node corresponds to the right 

three digits of the dictionary ID.) 

4.2 Change Definition Sentence 

To improve the accuracy of judging the relationship 

between triples of knowledge data, we propose the 

following settings A, B, ① to ⑤. 

4.2.1 Setting A and B 

There are word definitions in which the definition is 

written only with the double parentheses "(( ))", 

double mountain brackets "《》", and turtle-shell 

bracket "[ ]", which do not explain the meaning of 

the word, so the definition itself is deleted. Deleting 

a definition sentence affects the total number of 

triples of knowledge data differently from changes 

in subsequent clauses. Experiments were conducted 

for setting A, in which the Iwanami Japanese 

Dictionary was not edited, and setting B, in which 

definition sentences that do not explain word 



meanings were deleted, and the setting with the 

highest accuracy was carried over to the changes in 

subsequent clauses.  

4.2.2 Setting ① and ①*. 

The three types of expressions, double parentheses 

"(( ))", double parentheses "《》", and parentheses 

"< >", indicate the attributes, uses, and classification 

of the headword, and were deleted from the 

definition text. For the turtle-shell bracket "[ ]" 

expression, a similar expression exists in the 

WordNet definition text, but the setting ① * is 

deleted to check whether the category name is 

necessary. Symbols were removed and replaced 

because they were superfluous expressions. The 

symbols deleted were "↓", "△", and "×", and the 

symbols replaced were "▽" with"。" and "【】" 

with " 『』 ". In addition, full-width alphabetic 

characters have been changed to half-width 

characters. Example sentences are described in the 

dictionary, but the headwords included in the 

example sentences are replaced by hyphens "-". The 

hyphen "-" is replaced by the headword (hiragana).  

4.2.3 Setting ② 

In the case of hiragana, it is preferable to convert the 

words to kanji to obtain an accurate representation 

of the variance because of the presence of words 

with homonymous meanings. Since many of the 

headwords have more than one Kanji character, 

those that can be replaced one-to-one were replaced 

with Kanji characters. 

4.2.4 Setting ③ 

There are many expressions in the definitions that 

cannot be the direct meaning of a word. The 

following is a list of those that were deleted. 

⚫ The sentences following " ▽ " provide 

explanations that go beyond the meaning of the 

target word. 

⚫ The sentence followed by " 派 生 ｜ " 

("Derivatives|") indicates the derivation of the 

declension. 

⚫ To remove reading kana, delete the content 

enclosed in full-width parentheses "( )" if it is 

in hiragana only. 

⚫ The content enclosed by single square brackets 

"( )" indicates the figure number and annotation 

number in the dictionary. 

4.2.5 Setting ④ 

In setting ④, delete the contents enclosed in full-

width parentheses "( )" regardless of the contents. 

4.2.6 Setting ⑤ 

In the Iwanami Japanese Dictionary, some example 

sentences surrounded by "「」 " are sentences 

without headwords. In such cases, it is difficult to 

complete the sentence and incomplete example 

sentences remain. Therefore, if a single sentence 

delimited by a punctuation mark is surrounded by 

key brackets "「」" in the definition sentence, the 

entire example sentence is deleted. 

5 Experiment 

5.1 Experimental Data 

⚫ The hierarchical relationship of word senses 

Triples of training data from the Iwanami 

Japanese Dictionary, in which the IDs of 

definitions (ℎ, 𝑡) and the hierarchical 

relationship of meanings (𝑙) are recorded in the 

order h, l, t, are used. Setting A with no editing 

obtained 24040 triples, while setting B, which 

removed definition sentences without word 

descriptions, obtained 10842 triples. The 

triples of training data obtained are divided into 

training, development, and test data in the ratio 

of 8:1:1. 

⚫ Definition sentences  

Avoiding duplicate definition sentences may 

have improved accuracy. The definition 

sentences of the word senses associated with 

the definition sentence IDs of the knowledge 

data are used as experimental data. MeCab and 

mecab-ipadic-NEologd were used to separate 

words in the definition sentences. The 

distributed representation of morphemes in the 

definition sentences is based on a corpus of 

dumped data from the full-page articles of 

Japanese Wikipedia updated on October 10, 

2021, which was pre-trained using fastText and 

GloVe. 



Table 1: Experimental results 
(Total vocabulary (total number of words in the definition sentence), Words Vector Number (number of words 

for which a distributed representation was obtained), Ratio (number of vocabulary vectors/total vocabulary)) 

Setting/ 

Result Detail 

fastText GloVe 

Words 

Vector 

Number 

Total 

vocabulary 

Ratio MRR Words 

Vector 

Number 

Total 

vocabulary 

Ratio MRR 

A 60067 72619 0.8272 0.60853 60066 72618 0.8272 0.60957 

B 60147 72752 0.8267 0.82286 60146 72751 0.8267 0.82203 

B①＊ 66813 81039 0.8245 0.83420 66812  81038  0.8245  0.82640 

B①② 68311 79958 0.8543 0.82890 68310 79957 0.8543 0.82590 

B①②③ 62275 71860 0.8666 0.83137 62274 71859 0.8666 0.82874 

B①②③④ 61449 70805 0.8679 0.83177 61449 70805 0.8679 0.82928 

B①②③④⑤ 43267 48612 0.8900 0.82251 43266 48611 0.8900 0.82098 

B①＊③④ 60417 72181 0.8370 0.83341 60416 72180 0.8370 0.83135 

5.2 Hyperparameter 

Below are the hyperparameters for each study, 

modified from the default values.  

When training the definition encoder and the 

fine-grained sense relation judgment model, the 

batch size was changed to 64, and the number of 

epochs was set to 160. The number of epochs for the 

initial model was set to 300, while for GloVe pre-

training, the number of surrounding words 

considered for training was set to 10, and the 

dimensionality of the distributed representation was 

set to 300.  
 

5.3 Evaluation Method 

The MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) is used as the 

evaluation method for the fine-grained sense 

relation judgment model. MRR is one of the ranking 

evaluation indexes, which evaluates a model with a 

target of the relationship estimates output from the 

fine-grained sense relation judgment model. In this 

case, MRR is given as: 

 

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =
1

|𝑈|
∑

1

𝑘𝑢
𝑢∈𝑈

(5) 

 

where 𝑢 is the target triple, 𝑈 is the total triple, and 

𝑘𝑢 is the order in which the entities whose relations 

were correctly judged for the target triple appeared. 

 

6 Results 

Table 1 shows the experimental results. Deletion of 

definitions that do not explain word meanings was 

effective, while deletion of expressions in the 

dictionary and deletion of additional information 

slightly improved the accuracy of judgments. 

The accuracy improvement was significantly 

greater when definition sentences that did not 

explain the word meanings were removed. Most of 

these definitions are conjugational, which means 

that there are multiple definitions that are identical 

word-for-word.  

Changing the definition sentence affects the 

number of words in the entire definition sentence 

and the number of words from which the initial 

value of the distributed expression can be obtained. 

Regardless of the number of word vectors or the 

number of words in the vocabulary, it is acceptable 

to remove expressions that are deemed unnecessary 

to explain the meaning of the target word. 

In setting ⑤, it is difficult to remove example 

sentences that cannot be complemented, which may 

have reduced the accuracy of the results. 

In addition, training with fastText showed a slight 

improvement in accuracy compared to GloVe. 

Distributed representations of words learned using 

subword information were shown to improve 



decision accuracy compared to using global co-

occurrence information. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Experimental results showed that learning by 

removing or changing expressions that do not 

explain the meaning of a definition sentence is 

beneficial for improving the performance of the 

hierarchical relation judgment model. The 

hierarchical relationship judgment model obtained 

in this study is expected to improve the performance 

of knowledge graph embedding systems. In the 

future, we plan to study the effectiveness of this 

method by conducting word sense disambiguation 

experiments using the knowledge graph embedding 

system. 
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Appendix: Specific examples of the settings 

Specific examples of the settings shown in section 

4.2 of the main text are given below. These 

definitions are taken from the Iwanami Japanese 

Dictionary, 5th edition. 

 
Figure A: Example of specific changes to setting B 

(removing red text) 

 

Figure B: Examples of specific changes to setting 

① 

 

 

Figure C: Specific examples of changes in setting 

② 

 

Figure D: Example of specific change in setting ③ 

(removing red text) 

 



 

Figure E: Example of a specific change in setting ④ 
(removing red text) 

 

 

Figure F: Example of a specific change in setting ⑤ 

(removing red text) 

 

The Wikipedia corpus used for pre-training of word 

distributed representations was obtained from 

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83

%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%

E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82

%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC

%E3%83%89 

 

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:%E3%83%87%E3%83%BC%E3%82%BF%E3%83%99%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%80%E3%82%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%83%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89

